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Abstract

Situation awareness, which aims at determining the meaning
of information about perceived objects, is the basis for making
decisions in heterogeneous, highly dynamic environments. Re-
cently, ontology-based approaches to situation awareness have
been proposed. However, these approaches partly reinvent the
wheel, since a common approach to ontology-based situation
awareness is missing. Our work focuses on the integral task of
such an approach, namely the derivation of relevant relations
among the objects of interest. In this paper, we introduce the
notion of primitive relations which are inherent in achieving
situation awareness. We argue that explicitly deriving these
primitive relations could be the foundation of a framework
for ontology-based situation awareness which is supposed
to reduce the efforts involved in developing situation-aware
systems in arbitrary application domains.

1. INTRODUCTION

With advances in sensor technologies, the amount of informa-
tion which has to be incorporated into decision making in het-
erogeneous, highly dynamic environments steadily increases.
The resulting information overload complicates coming to the
”best” decision. Situation awareness (SAW) provides the basis
for increasing the quality of decisions by determining the
meaning of information about the perceived objects. Originat-
ing from applications of cognitive sciences to the aviation and
military domain, SAW has been defined by Endsley [1] as ”the
perception of elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the
projection of their status in the near future”.

The process of computationally achieving SAW has been
further defined within the International Society for Information
Fusion (ISIF) [2]. Especially the Joint Directors of Laborato-
ries’ (JDL) Data Fusion Model [3] is a, in this community,
well-agreed specification of the processes involved in achiev-
ing SAW. The JDL Data Fusion Model divides these processes
into four consecutive and at the same time interdependent
tasks, denoted aslevels. Whereas the lower levels 0 and 1
deal with signal respectively object assessment, levels 2 and
3, also commonly referred to as higher-level fusion, address
situation and impact assessment. Particularly, level 2, situation
assessment achieves SAW by estimating relationships among

entities [3]. The importance of finding these relevant relations
is emphasized in various related work (e.g. [3], [4]). In
particular, Kokar [5] suggests the identification of the types of
relations that should be derived as one of the key challenges
within the field of SAW. Based on the derivation of these
relations, i.e. the determination whether or not a relation holds
among two objects, one can aggregate objects to situations.

Recently, the usage of formalontologies[6] for SAW has
been motivated (e.g. [3]) what resulted in rather domain-
specific approaches to the ontology-based assessment of situ-
ations (e.g. [7], [8]). Although using ontologies is beneficial,
the lack of a common interpretation of the concepts and tasks
involved in achieving SAW causes much efforts, since system
designers have to partly reinvent the wheel when developing
ontology-based SAW systems.

In the scope of this paper, we focus on an integral task
when assessing situations, namely the derivation of relations
among objects, from an ontological perspective. Based on a
classification of types of relations that contribute to situations,
we introduce the essential category ofprimitive relationsas
well as some of their representatives. Being largely domain-
independent, we argue that explicitly deriving these primitive
relations could be the foundation of a framework for ontology-
based SAW. Amongst others, the main advantage of such a
framework would be reduction of efforts involved in develop-
ing systems achieving SAW.

Our work is elaborated in cooperation with a prominent
Austrian highways agency, since the field of road traffic
telematics has all characteristics of a typical SAW application
domain (e.g. heterogeneous information, highly dynamic ob-
jects, mission- and time-critical decisions). Thus, the adequacy
of the proposed approach is illustrated by examples from this
application area. Incidently, the concepts of road traffic are
easy to understand, as one meets such situations in everyday
life.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, the mentioned primitive relations as well as some
concrete members are introduced based on a classification of
relation types. Subsequently, in Section 3, the adequacy of our
approach to ontology-based SAW is fortified by the applica-
tion to the domain of road traffic telematics. In Section 4,
related work in the field of ontology-based SAW is discussed.
Conclusions and further prospects are presented in Section 5.



2. TOWARDS PRIMITIVE RELATIONS

In the following, a classification of relation types, which
leads to the category of primitive relations, is introduced. In
addition, exemplary representatives of primitive relations are
presented.

A. Classification of Relation Types

The classification mentioned above is based on two character-
istics of relation types which are described as well as motivated
in the following.

• Domain-dependence—this characteristic is based on the
philosophical distinction between formal and material
types of relations [9]. Formal relations have a very
low domain-dependence, whereas material relations in-
corporate domain-dependent knowledge. Apart from the
fact that specifying the derivation of highly domain-
dependent relation types can not be done without ex-
tensive knowledge of the domain, another property is
interesting. Relations with a high dependence on the
domain implicitly use less domain-dependent relations
in the course of their derivation, i.e. they could be
decomposed into these less domain-dependent relations.
For example, a domain-dependent relationobstructs
determines whether an object on the road network (e.g.
lost cargo) obstructs another object (e.g. a car). This
relation could, amongst others, implicitly be derived using
a rather domain-independent, spatial relationbefore in
order to determine whether an object obstructs another
object.

• Focus—we introduce this characteristic in order to further
define therelevant types of relations. Remembering that
achieving SAW depends on deriving relations among
objects, we argue that relation types with a usually large
number of instances are not as valuable as their counter-
parts with few instances—dealing just with relation types
with lots of instances would cause difficulties during the
aggregation of objects tomeaningfulsituations. We call
this property, i.e. the number of relations thatusuallyhold
among arbitrary objects, thefocusof a relation type and
apply it on a scale from low to high.

Figure 1 depicts a classification of relation types regarding
the two characteristics domain-dependence (x-axis) and focus
(y-axis). The resulting two-dimensional space is separated into
four quadrants. This separation is motivated by the growth-
share matrix [10] from the field of marketing and business
development. According to the two dimensions, each quadrant
can be associated with certain characteristics that are valid for
the contained types of relations.

The upper right quadrant containssituational relations, that
is, types of relations with a high domain-dependence and
a high focus. The designationsituational has been chosen,
since adhering to the usual top-down approach, these re-
lation types determine situations from a system designer’s
perspective. Motivated by the work of Gangemi et. al. [9],
its lower left counterpart areprimitive relationswhich have
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Fig. 1: Classification of Relations

a low domain-dependence and a low focus. The other two
quadrants fulfill the same role as their counterparts stars and
dogs in the growth-share matrix. The very usefulleading
relations (stars) have a low domain-dependence, i.e. they
may be applied in a generic way. Nevertheless, leading re-
lations areusually highly focused, i.e. they describe very
specific circumstances. An example for a leading relation
is the relation typeisDuplicateOf . Nominal relations
(nominal in the sense of nominal members) are highly domain-
dependent and have a low focus; remembering that relations
are used for identifying situations, nominal relations are—
separately regarded—mainly irrelevant for achieving SAW
unless implicitly used by a situational relation. For example,
the relation typeisOnDifferentLane which holds among
all percept vehicles that are on different lanes is certainly
domain-dependent and has a very low focus, i.e. it is a nominal
relation. However, it could be implicitly used by situational
relations (e.g.overtakes ). Providing the largest reuse po-
tential, just primitive and situational relations are hence further
on considered. Leading relations, although certainly valuable,
are beyond the scope of this paper as we regard them to be
very rare and difficult to derive.

B. Primitive Relations

The classification of relation types in figure 1 indicates two
relationships between situational and primitive relations. First,
the arrow that connects the two quadrants depicts the implicit
usage of primitive relations when deriving situational relations.
The non-linear course of this arrow indicates that this relation-
ship between situational and primitive relations is not always
strictly hierarchic regarding their domain-dependence. That is,
there exists no clear cut hierarchy regarding the mutual usage
of relations during their derivation. The second relationship
between situational relations and primitive relations follows
from the first one. Specific situational relations have a high
focus, they pinpoint the situations they support by making



use of just the primitive relations they need. This decomposi-
tion of situational relations into primitive relations is analog
to backward chaining in logic programming [11]. However,
this biased use of primitive relations, i.e. the restriction to
specific situational relations may be too deterministic in most
application domains of SAW. It is proposed that the bottom-
up, explicit usage of primitive relations when achieving SAW
should overcome this limitation.

The practical advantages of incorporating primitive relations
into a framework for SAW are threefold. First, one may de-
velop to some degree domain-independent as well as optimized
relation derivation algorithms which can be reused in a specific
domain. Second, situational relations can be derived by explic-
itly using existing primitive relations. That is, one may abstract
from the details of space, time, etc. and concentrate on the
specifics of the to-be-derived situational relations. Finally, the
strictly top-down approach, which leads to the deterministic
view of relations that contribute to situations, may be levered.
That is, by rating relation types according to the degree of
their contribution to a situation, also exceptional cases could
be dealt with.

In the following, the notion of primitive relations is further
illustrated using exemplary members. Therefore, we introduce
the notion offamiliesof relation types, i.e. relation types which
associate objects by examining the same object properties. In
fact, just families of primitive relations are described in the
following. These families are, apart from being influenced by
SAW-specific work, largely based on ontological discussions
about formal relations ([9], [12]).

Recapitulating the definition of SAW by Endsley [1], the
characteristics that objects are examined ”...within a volume
of time and space...” leads to the first two kinds of primitive
relations:spatialandtemporalrelations. A prominent example
for a family of spatial relations, that are appropriate for
regions as primitives in space, is the region connection calculus
with eight relations (RCC-8) by Cohn [13]. The relations
of RCC-8 areDC (disconnected),EC (externally connected),
PO (partly overlapping),EQ (equal),TPP (tangential proper
part) with its inverseTPPi , andNTPP(non-tangential proper
part) with its inverseNTPPi . Figure 2 [13] depicts these
disjoint relations over the regionsa andb as well as transitions
between them. However, although RCC-8 is appropriate for
the spatial primitive ”region”, dependent on the application
domain, additional relation types for different primitives (e.g.
point) should be considered (cf. [13] for an overview of
approaches).

As mentioned above,temporalrelations are also inherent to
SAW. As with spatial relations, there are different primitives
when dealing with temporal relations. In short, one may
distinguish between theories that are based on time points
or time intervals [14]. An example for a prominent family
of primitive relations over time intervals is Allen’s [15] time
intervals algebra (e.g.before , after , during ).

Comparing the characteristics of spatial and temporal rela-
tions, spatial relations can be regarded to be more domain-
dependent—although object properties, which define the lo-
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Fig. 2: RCC-8 relations [13]

cation respectively extent of an object, are specified similarly
across domains, the underlying topologies differ, whereas the
topology of time is well-known and therefore more indepen-
dent from the domain. Furthermore, the focus of the members
of both families is very low, since all spatial relations among
all objects without regarding the temporal dimension (as well
as the other way round) have to be considered.

Going on in the search for primitive relations, one may
consider current approaches to SAW. In this respect,causality
is evident (e.g. bayesian belief networks [4] model dependen-
cies among objects). Hence, the determination whether or not
objects influence each other is fundamental to achieving SAW.
Unfortunately, causal relations (e.g.causes and its inverse
causedBy ) are much more domain-dependent than their
spatio-temporal counterparts. For determining whether a rela-
tion causes holds among two objects, at least some domain-
dependent knowledge is necessary. Furthermore, causal re-
lations are also more focused than spatial or temporal re-
lations. However, we argue that causal relations are partly
decomposed to spatio-temporal relations (e.g. in order to
cause a traffic jam, an accident has to occurbefore or
at the same time as the traffic jam, cf. [16]). Being
aware of this circumstance, causal relations are regarded to
be primitive relations. There are still further candidates for
primitive relations. First, the family of primitive relations
dealing with thecompositionof objects, e.g. the relations
isPartOf and its inverseconsistsOf , are inherent to any
domain. From a philosophical point of view, the composition
or parthood of objects is related with the field of mereology,
which itself is akin to topology. Examining the introduced
spatio-temporal primitive relations, it is evident that they are
based on topologies of time respectively space. For example,
the relation isPartOf is related to the RCC-8 relations
TPP andNTPP. Nevertheless, the composition of objects can
be regarded to be more universal than spatial or temporal
subsumption, since time and space are not always relevant (e.g.
there are entities that persist beyond space and time). Thus,
relation types dealing with composition are also regarded to
be primitive relations.

Finally, a further interesting family of primitive relations
is based ontype inheritance. That is, objects may be in-
stances of the same object type respectively are in the same
branch of the type hierarchy. For example, the relation types
hasSameType , isSpecializationOf and its inverse



isGeneralizationOf are proposed for appropriate mem-
bers of this family.

Figure 3 depicts the suggested classification of the presented
families of primitive relations. It reflects both, the focus and
the domain-dependence indicated by the positions of the prim-
itive relations and the interdependencies as discussed above,
shown by arrows. Note that these arrows are just rather typical
examples which should illustrate the concept. Furthermore,
placeholders for relation types as well as exemplary situational
relations (e.g. an accident decelerates a vehicle by obstructing
it) are shown. The bottom-up,explicit usage of primitive
relations widens the scope of SAW, since not just the implicitly
used primitive relations contribute to situations.
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Fig. 3: Relationships and classification of primitive relations

3. PROOF OF CONCEPT

In this section, our approach regarding the explicit use of prim-
itive relations is illustrated using an example from the field of
road traffic telematics. Thereby, the proposed advantages are
fortified through real-world use cases.

The modeled concepts of the domain focus on typical traffic
information for motorists. Theses arevehicle as well as
incident with its derived typesaccident and traffic
jam . There are several relation types which should be derived
in the course of determining the situations of interest. The first
one iscauses which is a directed relation type among ac-
cidents and traffic jams that occur at adjacent spatio-temporal
locations. Furthermore, an accident mayinvolve vehicles,
whereas a traffic jam mayobstruct the following vehicles.
Certainly, the relation typesinvolves and obstructs
may be classified as situational relations, whereascauses ,
because of its domain-independent meaning, is in the gray
area between situational and primitive relations.

An exemplary scenario is depicted in Figure 4. An accident,
involving a vehicle, causes a traffic jam that obstructs a
currently approaching vehicle.

obstructed vehicle

caused traffic jam

accident

involved vehicle

Fig. 4: Exemplary scenario

In the following, the advantages stated in the previous
section are fortified according to this example. First, one can
imagine optimized relation derivation algorithms that are also
applicable to the field of road traffic telematics. Usually, each
object is projected onto the road network. The underlying
spatial topology of road networks are graphs, thus, common
graph algorithms (e.g. wayfinding) are adequate as default
implementations for deriving spatial relations.

Second, the explicit derivation of primitive relations allows
a designer of a SAW system to abstract from details of
space, time, etc. For example, examining the relation type
obstructs , may—apart from the specification of the object
typesincident andvehicle —be decomposed into spatio-
temporal primitive relations. Figure 5 shows the explicitly
used primitive relationsPO (a region forming the boundary
of the traffic jam partly overlaps another region marking off
the approaching vehicle) andcontains (the time interval
the traffic jam lasts contains the time interval the vehicle
approaches). That is, it is not necessary to go into the details of
spatio-temporal representation. Actually, the underlying topol-
ogy could be changed without affecting the system designers
composition.

<<situational>>
obstructs

<<spatial>>
PO

<<temporal>>
contains

<<domain type>>
incident

<<range type>>
vehicle

Legend
decomposition
domain/range
object type
object type

<<stereotype>>

Fig. 5: Specification ofobstructs

Finally, this explicit specification induces a too deterministic
view of situations. That is, by aggregating only objects that
obstruct, involve, or cause each other to situations would
result in insufficient results. For instance, the approaching
vehicle in Figure 4 does not overlap the traffic jam, thus, the
relation obstructs would not be derived and the objects
would not be be regarded to be in a situational context. By
deriving all primitive relations in a bottom-up manner, this
deterministic approach could be levered. For example, rating
the relevance of primitive relations, a system designer could
explicitly determine the primitive relations that contribute to
situations respectively are derived. Being noticed to be relevant
in our case, the relation typeEC (externally connected) could
be additionally derived (without being used by a situational



relation). Consequently, the vehicle and the traffic jam could
be aggregated to a situation. In the end, system development
could be reduced to a mere parametrization of the existing
default implementations of primitive relations (e.g. rating of
relevant relation types).

4. RELATED WORK

In this section, related work is discussed and the contribution
of this paper is elaborated. To the best of our knowledge,
the only framework for ontology-based situation assessment
has been elaborated by Matheus et. al. [17]. They developed
SAWA—an assistant for higher-level fusion and SAW—which
uses an upper ontology for situation assessment. With regards
to relation types, Matheus et. al. motivate the category of
standing relationswhich are high-level relation types that
represent the goal of the situation assessment process. In fact,
standing relations can be regarded as highly focused as well as
domain-dependent situational relations that determine the set
of derived relations. In contrast, we explicitly derive primitive
relations in a bottom-up fashion; thereby, the biased view
arising from the top-down approach of standing relations is
prevented. Furthermore, the proposed incorporation of prim-
itive relations reduces the efforts of a system designer when
specifying situational relations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a classification of relations that
contribute to SAW. We argued that one of the resulting
categories, primitive relations, may provide the fundament
for developing a framework for ontology-based SAW. The
adequacy of explicitly used primitive relations and their in-
troduced exemplary members have been fortified by their
application to the domain of road traffic telematics. Thereby,
our claim that such a framework reduces the efforts involved
in developing concrete systems for achieving SAW has been
illustrated.

The suggested primitive relations result from a mainly
ontological view of the problem. However, the number of
relations to be derived is likely to grow exponentially what
endangers the algorithmic feasibility, i.e. the relevant primitive
relations have to be chosen carefully. In future work, we aim
at elaborating characteristics of appropriate, computationally
feasible primitive relations. Furthermore, our work focuses
on developing an upper ontology for SAW, which—amongst
other concepts—employs primitive relations. In the long term,
we are going to apply our findings to the domain of road
traffic telematics, in order to support traffic operators achieving
situation awareness.
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